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Dinghy built by Alan Williams (also designer),
Michael Coleman and other WBA members
at the 2019 SIBS at Darling Harbour.
Full text and images on page 6
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PRESIDENT’S
REPORT

The Sydney Timber, Tools and Artisans Show has been
cancelled for 2021 while the Canberra Event (12-14
November) remains a viable event.

Recent Correspondence

Peter Widders
June 2021

This issue of Scuttlebutt features 2 letters on the topic of
moored boats. The letters are published here as a service
to Members who may not have seen the items (April, 2021
and May, 2021 Afloat) or may not be aware of the issues
addressed in the letters.

Dundas Sports Club – ‘The Return’
32 members and guests enjoyed the return to general
meetings at Dundas Sports Club on Tuesday, 11 May. There
was a very good ‘vibe’ at the meeting which featured the usual
components of Ask Someone Who Knows, Auction Items, 3
Raffle Prizes as well as an update on the project to produce
Volume II of Australian Classic Wooden Boats. Project
updates were presented by a number of members with a book
review and tool report rounding out this section.
A report on WBA webinars was presented, accompanied by
videos produced (See You Tube) from the Bantry Bay Raft-Up.
Feedback from members on the night was positive about the
meeting room and the dining room service. Interestingly, there
was a band playing downstairs during our meeting. We were
not aware of this until the meeting was completed and we
returned to the ground floor of the Club.
Special thanks are due to Ross Marchant for his ongoing
liaison work with our new host club and to Denis Songeon
for his work on the IT side of things for the meeting. Jon Bell
provided a speaker for the meeting while the WBA speaker is
being assessed for signs of life.
Planning is underway for the remainder of 2021:
Tuesday, 8 June – Hugh Cross James Craig
Tuesday, 13 July – Ian Smith Building Ranger
Further General Meetings TBA – 2nd Tuesday of each month.
Tuesday, 14 December – WBA Christmas Dinner and Hal
Harpur Award Booking information for the dinner will be
provided later in the year.

Boat Festivals and Events
A number of festival and events are in the planning stages
and the Committee has recently discussed the WBA’s
participation in these events.

Comments and suggestions are welcomed: president@
wbansw.asn.au
It is timely to reiterate the WBA Editorial Policy (SB P2 fine
print): ‘Opinions and advice expressed in the publication
and the Association’s meetings are those of the individual
originator’s only. The Editor and the Association’s Committee
do not necessarily endorse views expressed in this
publication or at such forums.’

In Scuttlebutt this Month

Our latest edition includes articles from new, and very
welcome contributors. WBA Members, Malcolm Lambe and
Karl Scheutter, responded to our request for material for
Scuttlebutt. Such articles are the ‘lifeblood’ of our monthly
newsletter: please consider sharing a project with the
members.

Looking For / Ask Someone Who Knows

Nick Lawther’s question last month, in connection with a
supplier of bandsaw tyres, achieved a quick response from
Malcolm Wright, who was able to point Nick in the right
direction.
Jaime Arvela also reported that he now has 3 of the 4 backissues of Australasian Amateur Boatbuilder and Kitboats that
he required.
Thanks to Malcolm and also to Dick Bedell and Terry Lance
who assisted with the back issues of the magazine.
Send us your questions: president@wbansw.asn.au
Peter Widders

An offer to the WBA to participate in the Sydney Festival
of Boating (July 29 – August 1 at Darling Harbour) has
been reluctantly declined. The Timber Boat Festival (6 &7
November at RMYC Pittwater) is certainly on the agenda for
the WBA to be present once again. We have also approached
the Australian National Maritime Museum in connection with
the possible involvement of the WBA should there be a 2022
Classic and Wooden Boat Festival at Darling Harbour.
The Committee recently discussed mechanisms to promote
the Association at such events and the importance of
providing an avenue for our members to participate in such
events. Historical data indicates that new members join
from a variety of ‘contact’ points including Boat Shows and
Festivals and Timber, Tools and Artisans Events. The more
recent forays of the WBA into social media (Facebook,
Instagram and You Tube) also yield results at times. The
power of ‘word-of-mouth’ remains very important in this
aspect.
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Vale John Wagemans
Long-time WBA Member, John Wagemans,
passed away on 26 April 2021, after a short
illness.
John’s son, Jason, provided the details below
and some photos of the many boats John built.
Born: 19-8-1932
Died: 26 -4-2021
Lived: Central Coast, NSW
My father very much loved being part of the
Wooden Boat Association, helping at their
Wooden Boat Association stand at the Sydney
boat shows and he especially loved attending the
wooden boat festival in Hobart every time they
were on, which at his age of 88 years old was
quite a journey to undertake by himself from the
Central Coast NSW.
My father was a chef/ catering manager by trade,
building wooden boats was his passion undertaken in his spare time.
I believe he built 45 wooden boats in total over
his lifetime , from small dinghy’s to 28ft yachts
, his main love was building wooden putt putts
and restoring their associated motors like the
Blaxland .
Fair winds John.
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Letters

BOA Addresses ELVs
Abridged version of letter published in May
2021 Afloat.

Tom Hughes J.P & Chris de Jong
The following letters are reprinted from Afloat
Magazine (May, 2021) with permission from both
correspondents.
I acknowledge Graham’s comments and his experience. I
knew him slightly when working on the harbour. I strongly
contend that there should be a change of culture to start
some checks on the hull and machinery of recreational
vessels. Many years ago (maybe 20) there was a committee
charged with the introduction of standards for boat building,
very sadly the only enforceable outcome of the “Compliance
Plate” was a maximum horsepower and a maximum weight/
number of passengers.
The boat manufacturers defeated the government’s good
intention by stonewalling.
I note with great sadness that only about 30% of vessels
(including commercial) actually have compliant navigation
lights. (and no one seems to care!) The “Authority” has no
effective plan to inspect vessels for safety at first registration.
This SHOULD be at least mandatory! The annual inspections
could be phased in over a period by targeting maybe classes
of boats that have been involved in incidents.
Inspectors could be found amongst experienced dual certified
masters/engineers who want to step back from shift work or
the like. Graham also says that boats are more relaxed than
motor vehicles. Yes , but sadly they still kill and injure people,
I noted with great sadness the explosive fire at Brooklyn on
Easter Sunday afternoon, a bilge blower was not used, was it
even fitted? if so did it work.
The cost of safety on the water is eternal vigilance (Be aware
of the risks and mitigate them.)
Regards

Graham Forsaith and David Tallis (Afloat, April ’21) very
neatly capture the sentiment shared at our committee
level of the BOA on the subject of derelict vessels. In
our representations to RMS Maritime, these are referred
to as “End of Life Vessels” (or ELVs), and the problems
relate to displacing otherwise usable vessels from our
mooring fields., and the potential hazard to property and
the environment if the visible neglect is an indication of a
greater likelihood of sinking or breaking free.
The BOA has consistently rejected calls for the
establishment of a “pink slip” system for the reasons
outlined by Mr Forsaith. Similarly, we reject calls for a
“green slip” system as this comparison with the insurance
requirement of car registrations is one which deals with
personal injury rather than property damage. In both
scenarios,, the barriers to low-cost boating would rise,
serving only to push boating out of reach of those other
than the cashed-up few.
RMS Maritime has the power to manage priority ELVs and
in our experience, has an ear to the boating community
about how this burden of work might be cost-effectively
addressed. BOA has established a sub-committee
investigating various funding models which might help with
thinning the ELV presence on our waterways. One idea is to
encourage the gifting of vessels for which the renovation
cost might become prohibitive for an elderly owner. The
new owner is then well positioned to direct funds into the
rebuild and thereby save the hull going to landfill. The key is
to ensure there is some incentive to having the rebuild take
place. Readers with thoughts to share would be welcome on
the committee.
Chris de Jong
President
Boat Owners Association of NSW
www.boatowners.org.au

Tom Hughes J.P.
Master < 35 m (to 200miles offshore) NC15305

Sydney Heritage Fleet
Would you like to help put an important steam ship back into the water?
John Oxley, Sydney Heritage Fleet’s 96-year-old coastal steamer and the
last remaining coastal steamer in Australia, will be relaunched early next
year following decades-long restoration.
We are looking for volunteers who can come and help with essential preparation for the launch. This will include general tidying up, cleaning, sorting
and whatever else needs doing. If you have a pair of hands, work clothes,
safety boots and are free on Wednesdays till the end of the year, we would
welcome you to join the Wednesday Clean-up Team.
Interested?
Ring Jim Willett to find out more: 0419 874 005
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Another Dinghy Build
By Michael Coleman

“Hubris”; from the Greek, meaning overweaning
pride, usually followed by a terrible fall.
I had possession of the jig and molds that we
(the W.B.A.) used to build the wooden dinghy
at the 2019 Sydney Boat Show. No-one wanted
them so I advertised them on Gumtree (‘Free to
good home with $50 donation to the W.B.A.’) and
forgot about it.
In the meantime, my sailing mates and I had
grown tired of lifting our heavy fibreglass tender
across the rocks at Woodford Bay, and I felt that
I could make something light in plywood that
would be much easier to manage. As I already
had molds and jig, and have made several small
boats, I believed I would have no need of a plan
at all, but could make up something “quick and
dirty”, using panels of 4mm ply fibreglass-taped
together in the fashion of “tack and tape” and
bringing to bear my wide experience of amateur
boat building. I felt sure it would be nice and
simple. Further, I reasoned it would be interesting to use a building technique of which I had no
experience, but which I believed would be quick
and easy.
Perceptive readers might see where this was
going. I lined out the molds with battens, made
(guessed) a pram bow to avoid the tight turn
to the stem as on the 2019 boat, and set to.
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Lesson one came immediately; nothing is quick.
Things might be “dirty”, but never “quick”. Taping
the panels together required initial bogging (epoxy and fairing powder) to fair them up before
taping, and the panels had to be a pretty snug
fit to each other, requiring careful finish work
with the plane to mate them up, and some crafty
work with occasional nylon zip ties. After taping,
they were then bogged again to fill the weave of
the glass; all this of course took lots of time; so
much for ‘quick’.
Having accepted the necessity for slower,
careful work, taping became straightforward
and I made steady progress, though it was quite
a surprise to find that a sister panel may not be
quite the same as her brother on the other side
and required some extra fitting; clearly a serious
fault of the designer/builder. Lesson two; try to
make both sides the same.
Having nearly finished the planking, a chap rang
asking to buy the jig and molds. I had to fess
up that I was using them, but promised I would
have the hull off the molds shortly, (he was very
understanding) but a bit of pressure came on.
Lesson three; don’t sell something that you are
currently using.
As I was glueing on the gunwales (which I had
left overlong and which, when set up, suggested
longer, sleeker lines), I further decided that the
boat was not long enough, having been “designed” for one sheet of ply; its pram bow was
too big, there was insufficient rocker in the keel,
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and with three men aboard it would push a lot of
water. Design fault again. A friend, an architect,
construed this lengthening half-way through the
build as madness as it did not follow the design,
and was further shocked when I told him there
wasn’t one. With some (I thought) rather nifty
but time consuming work with cleats and glue,
I lengthened it by about 400mm to form what
would become a good buoyancy tank forward,
popped it off the molds and saw them away to
their new home. All this could have been avoided had I scarfed the ply panels in the first place,
perhaps following a real plan. Lesson four; a
proper design would have been a really, really
good idea.
The interior fit-out was straightforward, with tape
to the interior joins and an orthodox and very
light seat layout. These were supported by central posts and had ply formers to give transverse
strength as well. A notable demonstration of
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my single-minded dedication to light weight were the western red cedar
floors, which I drilled out for lightness, saving at least, oh…a couple of
grams of weight and needing to be time-consumingly sanded and sealed
before fitting. Ridiculous. In the same vein, striving for low weight, I spent
some time designing how the floorboards might be cleated together so
they could be removed (as on the 2019 dinghy) before lifting the boat
across the rocks. As I was sealing them before fitting, I realised they only
weighed at most one kilo, and removability was silly. Lesson four; try, try,
try to think a bit laterally.
I finished the boat in Dulux ‘Weathershield’, a terrific exterior paint and,
strangely enough, the same colour as my house. It looks a bit rough on
the outside, but that will discourage thieves. Despite the disparaging note
heard here, it does everything it’s “designed” to do quite well. It was an
interesting project in many ways, none more so than demonstrating to me
that while I might think I am pretty clever, there is much to learn. In particular, considering the original idea was for a quick build, I would have been
done and dusted in half the time with a straightforward design to follow,
say a hard chine v-bottom ship, or even a flat-bottom Yankee skiff (ugh).
So much to learn, such little legs.
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Women don’t build boats...
By Karl Georg Scheuter

2016 we had just moved to Australia, I started to
explore Port Macquarie - and of course - visited
the old Pilot Shed with the small museum. An 8
foot Clinker Dinghy hanging on the wall caught
my eye. “It’s similar to AMIGO” went through my
mind and I started thinking about refurbishing
AMIGO - hanging on the wall in my shed.
The elderly gentlemen running the museum
started talking to me explaining all exposed
naval equipment. I hardly listened to him - I was
not in the right mood and started making plans
to rebuild my dinghy.

convinced that she would be able to build such a
dinghy from scratch - with an occasional support
of the engineer… She bought the Mahogany
timber and plywood and work started. I can still
smell the sawdust and the incredible smell of
Mahogany and 2 component Epoxy glue from
Ciba Geigy (Novartis today). The cellar was
small, the cellar door even smaller and the steep
staircase leading into the garden was just a
fraction wider than AMIGO.
It saw the first water in the Lake of Thun and
it became our tender and the sailing dingy for
me and my two brothers. But I was never happy
about the dinghy’s sailing performance - the
bilge keels were not really a smart decision.
When I moved with my wife to Australia I just
could not leave AMIGO back in Switzerland - too
many good memories.
It took another two years until I finally put AMIGO
on two sawhorses and started sanding down
the glass like brittle 2K polyurethane varnish. A
frustrating and dusty job.
I found the folder my parents left me with all the
drawings and one day I decided to take the router and cut the opening into the keel. That was
the moment my feelings flipped and I started
working with a completely different motivation…
I wanted to give back AMIGO a good sailing
performance.

“I own a similar dingy built in 1961. My mother
built it and I was her assistant boat builder at
the age of 12” I told him. His answer was pretty
unorthodox - see the heading.
My parents had bought a beautiful 7m chine
sailing boat. It needed a tender and so my father
bought the plans for a “7ft 9in All-Purpose Light
WeIght Yacht’s Dinghy” from “Yachting World”.
He was a brilliant engineer and after studying
the plans he decided that the center board case
would be a weak part in that construction and he
did not like leaking hulls. So he gave AMIGO two
bilge keels instead.
My mother was an economist but smart and
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AMIGO never had an outboard motor. Motoring
on Hastings River suddenly became an obsessive idea - so I started searching for a British
Seagull. I found one on eBay and bought it,
knowing that rebuilding a 1961 Featherweight
would be another demanding project. Once
again with lots of polishing, cleaning, chroming
and testing - it started at first pull and became a
part of AMIGO.
But do I really need to leave a blue cloud of
smoke behind AMIGO? Would an electric outboard be an alternative? I didn’t know but I put
a 55Ah Battery in front of the new centreboard
case.
All looks fine, the British Seagull is working as
new, the Watersnake is moving AMIGO silently
along creeks and I can watch seabirds, the 60
years old Dacron sail looks like new - but one
thing has changed. I’m no longer a teenager but
1.88m tall and AMIGO is just a little bit too short
to be comfortable.

Karl Georg Scheuter
28 Fenton Drive
King Creek NSW 2446
AUSTRALIA
karlgeorg.scheuter@bluewin.ch
Mobile +61 4 55 55 00 68
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The Paynesville Report
By Chris Dicker

To Sydney siders and most people on the east
coast 50 mm of rain is a heavy dew. Apart from
arriving at our new address in the middle of a
drought we have discovered that East Gippsland is generally a dry region. Now, however the
ground is moist and everywhere is comfortably
green.
It is all about weather I suppose, which brings
me to the reason this contribution is so short.
Since our last trip to Deal Island I have had a
terrible hankering to go back. This hankering
gets in the way of everything you do because
half your mind is on the job you are doing and
the other half, the half that is any good is on a
beautiful Bass Strait island. Well that’s my story
anyway.
Gilli is staying home this trip to keep the fire
burning (when she is not working to pay for my
trip)
A local sailor and character has put his hand up
to accompany me. John Johnson or ‘Johno’ is
a master shipwright and wooden Dragon sailor
but this kind of sailing may be new to him.
Hopefully my next bit of scribble will have some
blue water content again.

Life and people are just so interesting....fascinating. We met a rough
diamond who was tied up at Flagstaff jetty, he had bought this steel motor
sailer as a burnt wreck for $5000 and is slowly refitting her; albeit pretty
agriculturely. He invited us on board to have a look and the fug of diesel,
tobacco smoke and beer was very ‘homely!
Before arriving home we overnighted at Metung where we sampled the
local hospitality...we went to the pub.
A little disappointing once again but I will not venture forth if a strong wind
warning has been issued and generally avoid bashing into headwinds,
which we would have had on the return trip.
We shall have another go soon.
Meantime, to celebrate my birthday Gilli suggested we go for a sail ourselves so we headed up Lake Victoria in a glassy calm and anchored near
Locksport on the southern side. Next day we walked the six kilometres
into Locksport along a bush track. This winds through ancient stands of
coastal tea tree,( Leptospermum laevigatum), banksia and melaleuca. The
air was very clear and we could see the southern alps and all the way down
to Wilsons prom. A beer at Locksport hotel then we plod the six k back.
I have new respect for Gilli as I have never known anyone that can do 12
kilometres per beer.
In the end I had a wonderful birthday, the cruise up the lake and the sublime peace more than made up for our failed attempt at Bass Strait.

PART TWO
I suppose the water was only a little blue where
we ended up and even if we had crossed the
bar into Bass Strait the water is never really that
blue. No, we got to the entrance, or in our case
the exit of the lakes and tied up at Flagstaff jetty
expecting to go across the next morning but a
strong wind warning was issued and the weather did not look all that good for the return voyage
so we decided to postpone our trip and head the
four hours back to Paynesville and the welcome
home and hearth.
Our little sojourn was not without its highlights.
While transiting a shallow stretch before Lakes
Entrance we ran hard aground. I did think my
crew, who was on the helm, knew the lake a little
better but the captain cannot blame anyone but
himself. It was quite a kedging exercise as I had
three goes at running out 30 metres of chain
and a 22 kg anchor from the back of the dinghy
before we were afloat again.
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BUY SWAP and SELL
WBA may place a non-commercial ad free of charge for 4 months. The
ad will also be placed on the WBA Website for 4 months.
Members are asked to consider a $25 donation to the WBA on their
sale of an item.
Non-members are charged $50 for a print-only ad (picture + text) and
$80 for print + website.
Please advise the Editor if an item is sold.
NOTE: Free items – no charge – contact the Editor.

FOR SALE - Onrush is an 18 foot ex Navy Gig. Built from teak
and converted to a pocket cruiser by Naval Architect Len
Hedges. He rebuilt the boat from the keel up and glassed inside and out. Onrush is gaff rigged, sleeps two in her canvas
cabin and has many sails, a VIRE engine and comes with the
stock of spare parts bought from the VIRE company agent,
when he retired. Moored in Pittwater. $5,500 Ring Cavan
Lenaghan 0418 404 154

FOR SALE Acorn Skiff ( Designed by Iain Oughtred )
Beautifully crafted with attention to detail & ready to enjoy.
LOA 13 feet 1 inch, beam 47 inches, depth 17 inches, sail is
48 sq ft with a sprit rig. Construction is 3/16 glued lap clinker
plywood, all epoxy sealed & painted. Full sailing rig with
swing rudder, as new
sail, mast sprit, oars &
cast brass rowlocks.
The new custom
purpose built fully
galvanised registered
trailer is also for sale
separately ( $1,500).

FOR SALE
Mirror Dinghy sails. For sale. Jib and main, Off a deceased
dinghy and not used for some years. For gunter rigged boat.
Serviceable but not flash, some wear. $100 or make an offer.
Nick Lawther 0407236999

FOR SALE
True craftsmanship is evident in this 16ft rowing/sailing
wooden boat. Designed by renowned US small boat designer
Phil Bolger, a lightweight version of the traditional fishing dory
used by East Coast USA fishermen. Stitch & glue plywood
construction, epoxy sheathed. Sails quite well, sail provided,
also oars, spars, and hand trolley for moving the boat. Boat
fits comfortably on a 1.8 x 1.2m trailer, drawbar extended.
Please email Zoe at zflanaganfield@gmail.com
Price -$4,500

Price $5,500.00 Contact Stephen Pinn
- 0404 332 978

FOR SALE - Palana – a classic Tassie -built centreboard yawl
is for sale Designed by Arthur Robb and built by master boat
builder Max Creese in Hobart, following the finest Tasmanian
traditions, she has been lovingly cared for (professionally
maintained) with beautiful original Oregon masts (main and
mizzen). - Strip plank King Billy Pine, resorcinol glued. Very
good condition. - PRICE REDUCED $45,000 negotiable Contact: Robbie Williams 0414 406 222 dinkydy@optusnet.
com.au

FOR SALE Part complete 14’ putt putt’ Due to ill health I have
to abandon building a 14’ putt putt. I include all huon pine
and spotted gum to complete the project. Outer hull in huon
pine 90% complete.
Total price: $3850. Also included is a thicknesser, 3/8 copper
rod and silicon bronze nuts and washers. Welcome to
inspect at the central coast NSW.
Jason Wagemans - Contact me: 0401 083 409
braeng21@optusnet.com.au

FOR SALE Bronze propellors:
12”
$130.00
10 3/4”
$90.00
9”
$70.00
Contact:
Jason Wagemans - Contact me: 0401 083 409
braeng21@optusnet.com.au

FOR FREE: Copies of WoodenBoat free from Norm Kelk
Full years:
2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017,
2019
Incomplete years:
1993
Jan/Feb, May/Jun, Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct
1994
Jan, Mar, May, Jul, Nov
1996
Sep/Oct
1997
Mar/Apr, May/Jun, Sep/Oct
2006
Jan, Mar, Dec
2007
Jul/Aug
2014
Jan/Feb
2018
Jul/Aug, Sep/Oct
2020
May/Jun
Contact Norm Kelly - 0423 787 765.

LOOKING FOR
‘Syndicate’ Proposal
WBA Member, David Malone, is looking for members (no
cost involved) to join him in sailing his 36ft Tasman Seabird
‘Carousel’. Syndicate Members would be able to sail with
David on his yacht, while David and his co-owner meet all
costs associated with the project. There is also the prospect
of members sailing the yacht on their own: David is keen to
see the yacht sailed and loved. A mooring in Burns Bay is
close to a jetty with dinghy storage nearby.
Call David for more information: 0418 440 828
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LOOKING FOR Float needle for a Schebler D (early 1900’s) carburetor
(the needle with the movable brass ball on the shaft) or
information on a likely source of said needle.
Karen Portch
Phone- 0427046363
email- tarns2010@gmail.com
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MERCHANDISE
Members are able to purchase/order
items at a General Meeting or by email
to the Merchandise Officer, Sally Ostlund,
(salsonsquarerig@gmail.com) AND to
the Treasurer (treasurer@wbansw.asn.
au)
When items are not in stock, they will be
ordered and advice provided about availability and delivery costs.

GENERAL MEETINGS

General Meetings are Back !!!

Tuesday, 8th June 2021
DUNDAS SPORTS CLUB (Note change of venue)
9 Elder Road Dundas
6pm-onwards – Dinner
7.30pm – General Meeting

ON THE HORIZON
General Meetings - Dundas Sports Club

Tuesday, 8 June – Hugh Cross
Tuesday, 13 July – Ian Smith
Tuesday, 10 August – TBA
Tuesday, 14 December: WBA Christmas Dinner and
Hal Harpur Award

Committee Meetings – Gladesville Sporties
Monday, 14 June
Monday, 19 July

Festivals, Shows and Events

Sunday, 26 September – WBA picnic at Kissing
Point Park – Putney
Saturday/Sunday 6 &7 November – RMYC Timber
Boat Festival
Friday- Sunday 12-14 November: Timber, Tools and

Artisans Show – Canberra

2022 4-6 March: Paynesville Classic Boat Rally
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